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 proposed book co-op









officials  who recommended
 that space 
for the 
program  
not  be 




Union  lease agreement.
 
The AS., 
which  proposed the book co-op, is trying to 
acquire 
Student  Union 





 by Student Union offi-
cials, would
 only 
allow A.S. to secure a 
meeting  room for 
its 





needs  to 









% eda Anderson 
Daily staff writer 
The CSU has initiated a 
multi-
media campaign that will 
include  a 




Two committees are being 
formed at the request of the  Califor-
nia State University Board of Trust-
ees
 to plan the campaign. 
One committee
 will be geared to-
wards informing 
community  college 
students  and community
 groups, and 
the 







ciate dean of 










campaign  will be 
targeted 
towards students in second-
ary. intermediate and junior high 
schools. 
The new 1988 standards 
will  re-
quire 
incoming  freshmen to complete 
four years of English.
 three years of 
mathematics, 
one  year of social stud-
ies, one year of science
 with a lab, 
two
 years of foreign 
languages,  one 
year of visual and 
performing  arts 
and three years of 
electives






for the CSU system are 
four years of 
English and two years of mathemat-
ics. 
CSU officials want to raise the re-
quirements
 so students will be better 
prepared for 
college.  
"When we have a change, it is es-
sential to take extraordinary steps to 
get the word out," said Ralph Bige-
low, CSC associate
 dean of educatio-
nal support services and institutional 
relations.
 
Production  of the
 music video,
 
which  will emphasize the 
importance 
of a college  
education, will begin
 
Aug. I, Gravenberg 
said.  The com-
mittees plan
 to air the video
 by the 
end of August 
and  have hopes of 
in-
cluding celebrities in the video. 
"We want to 
get at students right 
before they 
come back to school," 
Gravenberg said. 
continued











 year to start its hook 
co-op  
The Student Union Board
 of Directors and 
members
 
of two of its 
committees  met with 
A.S.
 representatives for 
the third time Tuesday 
to






union  space for the 
business
 office, the 
program 
board, the print shop and
 student government 
offices,
 and it is trying to 






 rooms would enable
 A.S. to extend its 
program
 board 








 and Tim 
Haines,
 A.S. 


















include  a 
book
 exchange
 or sale 
that  is 
similar in 
operation  to 
the A.S. book
 bulletin 
board  placed 
in the Student
 Union at  the
 start and 





students  to trade
 or 
sell books privatel. 
Tuning  
up 




 his guitar playing outside 
the Music 
Building.






 everything front 
rock'n'roll to 
jazz and classical, says he 

























 professor of computer art 
and 
design,












broke down or his 
tire 
blew  




 17. His car
 flipped over 
and 
slammed






























Jose Hospital, said Slayton suf-
fered 
from  chest and 
abdominal  injuries, a 
ruptured spleen
 and a 
collapsed lung Slayton 
also broke
 his shoulder blade
 and had exten-
sive 
ligament 























build up his 
strength every day, plus working, 
is part of 
Slayton's rehabilitation. 
"It's going to be a long road, 
perhaps  a 
year or more, before I'm hack to anything 
near 
normal," Slayton said. 





"It was really hard to come back 
in
 a 
wheelchair," he said. 
"But working seems to 
be good therapy; I feel 
that
 if I didn't come 
back





said  another big reason he re-
turned so early 
was the money 
"I had six 
weeks sick leave, 
and  then I 
would
 have had to either taken
 workman's 
compensation or unpaid 





 back for the money





get  him 
through
 the rough 
times, Slayton 
said. 
"They were very 
mature about the 
whole 
thing.  They did their 
projects and best of 
all, 
they let me get on 
with  my work," he said 
"Sometimes,
 too 
much  sympathy 
starts to 










Ilaines said the 
proposed book co-op 
vould  initially 
deal  only with the 
School  of Business. 
"We've decided as far as scope goes that we should 
start out small because we think there are going to be a 
number of problems associated with the book co-op when 
we get started. ( And) we think that if we try to take on the 
whole university at once, what we'll end up doing is end-
ing in miserable failure," Haines said. 
Union  board member Pat Grilione said 
that
 if the 
book 
co-op would initially be used
 only by business stu-
dents. then its coordinators 













for council seat 









Michael Faber, an 
SJSU  senior 
majoring in economics, said his elec-
tion 
campaign for the 5th District 
seat in the San Jose City Council has 
been an education in itself. 
"It's been an 
eye-opening  experi-
ence on how city politics really 
work,"
 he said. 
Faber.  22, presides over the As-
sociated Students Board of Directors 
Faber will 
be on the June ballot. 
running against incumbent 
Blanca  
Alvarado  for the East 
San  Jose dis-
trict that
 is composed of a large His-
panic constituency 
Alvarado has 
spent  over $30,000 
in her re-election campaign. 
Faber 
said a majority of her 




Faber's election finances 
amount  
to $2,658, and only two individuals 
made reportable contributions. City 
election codes specify that contribu-
tions 
more than $100 must be re-
ported to the city clerk, along 
with 
the donor's name, address and occu-
pation. 
His campaign is 
financed pri-
marily by donations less than $1.00, 
with most of his contributions rang-
ing from 925 to $50, he said. Faber has 
also loaned his campaign almost 
$100. 
As of last month, Faber reported 
he only had $423.32 in his accounts. 
He has spent $925 on political signs 
and $250 for his statement




 is an estimated 
cost  for 
the printing 




statement printed must pay.
 If the 
actual 
cost should be less. the differ-
ence would be refunded. 
The County 
Registrar  of Voters stated the sample  
ballot is scheduled to be mailed May 
5 
Faber
 said Alvarado is using the 
power of her position as an 
incum-
bent to help her election He said she 

















campaign sign codes that
 
have been 
virtually ignored in the past 
Faber said one of the codes re-
cently enforced prohibits the place-
ment of campaign posters on bars ex-
tending from power poles. He added 
that
 city workers have started re-
moving signs not in compliance with 
the 
codes.  
"She's trying to help the incum-
bents," 
he said. 
In attempt to raise additional 
funding, Faber said he will 
holds
 925-
a -plate dinner on April 24. He said 
several local Republican
 party lead-
ers will be in attendance. On the list 
of attendees,
 Faber said, will be As-
semblyman Ernest Konnyu, of the 
22nd Assembly District. 
However, a staff member
 at Kon-
nyu's Cupertino office said the as-
semblyman will be in 
Washington. 
D.C. the entire week. 
"His  plane 




Faber's "laissez faire" philoso-
phy would create
 a hands-off city 
council. 
"Who knows better
 how to run 
business  than 
businessmen?,"  he 
said. Faber said 
his ideas include let-
ting 
people





to make their 
own choices. 
Faber also addressed crime in 
the 5th District, which 
he related to 
PCP trafficking. He said more than 
40 San Jose Police officers were in-








Daily stall writer 
Clark I.ibrary 
is
 in the midst of a 
60-day 
trial
 period of a 




 cost $18,000 a 
year over






larly to the 
Reader's Guide to Periodical
 
Literature. said 




about  a thousand general 
interest 
and  business 
periodicals
 and it's a 
much  more powerful 
system than the cur-
rent  one, in that the
 information you 
want is 
immediately  at hand, rather
 than trying to 
search  for it with
 buttons," 
Martin  said. 
Martin





the  price of the 
computer hard-
ware  -- including
 four IBM 
consoles  and 
the 
supply
 of the data 
base 




data base must be 
paid for in incre-
ments, since it is 










































with  a 
button
-oper-

























Index," Martin said. 
"There's  a very large 
overlap 
between  the two systems, and if we 
cancel out 
the Magazine Index, the 
cost  to 
us will 
not be as great
 " 
Martin said the 
1NFOTRAC  system is 























Mutilation, ,ty Editor 
Tyrone
 van Hooydonit, 
News
 Editor 
Patricia J. Pane, orum Editor 
Rob 
Gibbany, ',IS Editor 
Franklin Belt Advertising 
Director
 
Greg Saw Retail 
Sales  Manager 
Lena Stevens, National
 Advertising Director 























 everyone, at this 
university  
wishes  he were somewhere 
else,  or so it would seem 
from
 
comments around campus. 
"San Jose State is boring,
 it lacks class," they whine. 
Or, "SJSU is just a C + kind 
of
 place, I mean, like, there 
are bums all over and I really 
would like to be somewhere 
cool like Santa Barbara 
or San Diego." 
For
 those who 
would  complain, 








amenities,  such as 




college  is supposed 
to
 be primarily a 
place for 
learning.  
San Jose State is 
the oldest campus
 in the California
 
State 
University  system and
 is respected 
throughout  the 
state for several 
departments which 








 San Jose State 
students who 
nag  at the school 
because 
your  major is not 
this
 university's 
specialty,  did 
you read the 
college  catalog? 
Traditionally, 
students  select a 
school  that is espe-
cially known
 for their chosen
 course of study.
 Thus, stu-
dents majoring
 in animal 
husbandry
 or agriculture
 go to 
the  University of 
California at 
Davis  and not San 
Fran-
cisco State. 
Secondly, college is a matter of choice. SJSU admin-
istration did not force anyone to come here, and if a 
stu-
dent decides he doesn't like the school, why not suggest 
some sensible changes, instead of howling at the moon? 
This is not to 
say  "love it or leave 
it," but let's make
 
constructive criticism,
 in hopes that SJSU
 will improve. 
Yes, bums and 
bag ladies can be 
seen strolling 
through
 campus or 
hanging
 about the Student
 Union. That 
may be 
unpleasant  to some, but this 
is a public university 
in the United States.





 have the right to stroll 
at will, all in-
dividuals
 have and should 
exercise  the right of free
 ex-
pression. But if criticism
 is kept constructive, 
the campus 
has a 
much  better chance of improving. 
A few SJSU points
 to ponder: 
 
Contrary  to trendy 
diatribe,  SJSU is a 
handsome  
campus. 
This  school has won several
 awards for land-
scaping, and Tower 




Santa Clara Conn.)," by 





unbiased eye at Dwight 
Bente!
 Hall, Tower Hall and the 
tower on the Central Classroom Building sometime. 
 This is admittedly, a crowded campus, but it is not 
merely poor planning. SJSU is the oldest campus in the 
system and additionally is surrounded by the the 15th 
largest city in the world. 
Sprawling, hustling San Jose grew up around this 
school, making it difficult for the campus to expand 
gracefully.  SJSU does not have the advantages of Califor-
nia State University at Fullerton, 
built  in the early 1960s 
in a suburban area on generous acreage saved expressly 
for building the university. 
 The downtown location
 of SJSU is bad, they say. 
This is a ratty section, replete with traffic snarls and 
urban decay, 
Such gripes have some merit. However, SJSU is in 
the midst of 
this city's action and base of power. City hall, 
the courts, businesses 
and the urban center are nearby, 
and the ever present Silicon Valley is a few 
minutes away 
by freeway. Bus, train and freeway access are good, 
mainly because SJSU is centrally located. In a few years, 
the light rail system will bring students who live in the 
suburbs
 to within a few blocks of SJSU. A campus in the 
hills above Saratoga 
might be more aesthetically pleas-
ing to some, but traffic 
would bottleneck, dormitory costs 
would be astronomical and worse, the 
campus
 would be 
isolated, set apart from the community. 
Criticism and comment are a vital part of the Ameri-
can system of government. 
Do remember that constructive criticism does 
ac-
complish
 something, while empty jibes only maim and 
disfigure further the unfairly gouged SJSU name, a name 














We all know that life is full of risks, but why take the 
risk if it's not necessary? Darryl R. 
Daredevil,  common 
Joe off the street said, "Risk adds excitement to life. The 
only way to live life to  its fullest is to take the risks
 that it 
gives you." 
"You should see some of my days," he said. "I am 




 was a 
typical
 day," he 
said. He 
got up at 7 
a.m.,  got ready
 for work, 
got into his 
car  and 
drove to 
work with his 
Walkman 
headset  on and 
without  
wearing a 
seat belt. He 
then parked 
his car in a 
hand-
icapped 
parking  spot 
and
 walked into
 the office 
building.  
He went into his 
office,
 which is one of the designated 
nonsmoking areas, and lit 
up
 a cigarette. Then he pro-
ceeded to sit on company time for half of the day and work 
on how he could cut corners on his income taxes so that 
Uncle Sam wouldn't take his 
hard-earned  money 
For the rest of the day he was in a company 
workshop. Through the whole seminar he contemplated 
what to do that 
night.
 At the end of the workshop a lest 
was 
given. Since Darryl obviously wasn't paying atten-
tion, when he got the test, he slyly 
cheated from his neigh-
bor's 
paper  
His  work day 
finally
 ended. As he 









 them," he told himself. "I'll just 
pay them tomorrow." He laughed and said, "That's what 
have been saying for the past two months and nothing 
has 
been  paid for yet." 
On his way home he stopped at a few bars for an 
"after work" drink. Three hours later he staggered to his 
car, telling himself that he knows he 
is in no condition to 
drive. "But I only live ten 
minutes  away, it'll never hap-
pen 
tome," he convinced himself. 
As 
he attempted to drive home, he ran four yellow 
lights,
 two of which had already turned red 
and  made 
three  "California stops" (not 




at a stop sign). Darryl actually 
made  it home in one piece. 
But 
what next? 
Just when you think 
that he has met his quota on 
risks 
for the day,
 he surprises you. He sits 
in front of the tube 
and 
copies two top billing 




 have been so bad if 
he
 had paid for the 
shows but he didn't. 
He
 has altered his control 
box so that 
he
 can de -scramble all of the 
stations.  After all of this he 
finally 
turns  in for the night. 
What a day! 
Everything he had done 
was  a risk and 
was illegal. "But 
since I only live once I want
 to do as 
much as I can each day,"
 he said. "Even if a risk 
is in-
volved, at least I can say I've done it ill," 
His day was
 filled with shortcuts that 
many  people 
feel don't make a difference
 one way or the other.
 They 
don't 
realize that it may not 
make
 a difference to them 
but 
every  risk taken affects 
somebody  somewhere. 
To some, it seems as though 
risk
 exists to make peo-
ples' lives
 different. For some it adds
 excitement. If any-
thing, not taking the 
risk  would better our 
community  and 
our world. 
There  are a lot of Darryls are
 our society. Just re-
member the next time 
you take a risk. Think 
about  it. You 
may end up to be an 
unlucky  Darryl. Then ask 
yourself, 







Letters  to the 
Editor
 
Aids debate was 
unsatisfying  
Editor, 
As a former 
student  and continuing 
friend of the uni-
versity.  I looked forward
 to the debate between
 John Wet-
tergreen
 and Wiggsy 
Sivertsen
 surrounding the 
AIDS 
issue. As a 
member  of a local law 
enforcement
 team and 
a concerned community
 member, I was hoping for 
some 
intellectual
 stimulation and 
enlightenment_  
Unfortunately,  such was not the
 case. Wettergreen 
emoted in such a 
rambling  fashion as to make 
rational 
discourse
 and logical thought 
impossible.  As a former 
high school 
debate coach, if one of my 
students had turned 
in such a 
debilitated performance,
 she/he would have 
been failed 
from
 the class. 
- Hopefully,
 future debates will live up to the
 name and 
,provide







California Youth Authority 
The 








about 50 of 
San Jose 
State's  faculty
 and staff 













sodomy  be 
outlawed  to 
control
 the spread
 of AlDs. 
They did this






























 posed  by 




 nor even of 
public 
health 
education,  so 
much  as they are





cities  where 








 in effect, 
already
 been 
outlawed  to 
control  the 
spread  of 
AIDS.  In 
some 
cases, notably

















conservatives  and 
with the 











that  action. 
So
 San Jose 







blind,  i.e., 
those who 
chose  the 
satisfaction  of 




 of the 
health




 parade as if they 
were enlightened 
Some 
students  are 
dismayed 
that a few 





 in their 
university





 and their 





 San Jose State is, on 




cent place and 
that the  
vicious
 and the 
corrupt  are 
objects
 











 are an elevating idea 
Editor, 
In regards to 
Robert  Walsh's story, 
"Elevators  over-
loaded in the library," I can't
 count the times I've waited 
for the
 elevators in Clark Library. They sometimes take 
eight minutes




When the doors finally open, a herd of students exits while 
another herd tries to enter. Most of us know the hassle. 
There are obvious needs for elevators, but we've be-
come a spoiled society. Escalators, conveyors and eleva-
tors supposedly 
zoom us to and from our destinations 
These modern pearls of technology become overcrowded, 
thus insufficient. What's happened to good old walking? 
As for the Clark Library, just six feet to the left of the 
tortoise-like elevators stands a door marked "stairway " 
This remarkable thing of the past leads you, without traf-
fic, to whichever floor you desire. 
Its forgotten benefits include: 
a working of the car-
diovascular  system; freedom to change directions be-
tween floors; a peaceful non -crowded passage in both di-
rections, 
and  of course, in the case of Clark Library, a 
more efficient use 
of time. 
I stopped using the Clark Library elevators two years 
ago. I've saved 
myself  at least 5,000 minutes of waiting. 
Not 
bad.







Public  Relations 
Thursday, April 3, 















 in a 
strange 
land 
ove was in 
the air in Ahwahnee.
 It was so 
thick you 
could  bathe in 
it.  
Ahwahnee 
is a little town.  Pop.
 500. Just 
drive up from





Turn  left at the 
Raley's in 
Oakhurst,  and 
Ah-
wahnee  is 
just down
 the 
road.  It 









Not  too long 
ago,  a bunch 
of





























 check out 
the Hitchin' 



















We walk in 
the bullet -riddled
 door and belly
 up 
to the bar. 
"Whoa  there 




 no such 





 the floor and 
took a stool 
between
 six older 
men  in 
ten-gallon
 hats. Unfortu-
nately,  there 





 animal was 
tacked  on 
the wall.
 A taxidermist's
 dream. I felt 
I should warn 
Duke 




 it be?" Ma 
Barker  asked. 
"I'll  have a rum 
and  coke," Laura 
replied. 
"We ain't got 
no
 mixed drinks 
here. We got Oly
 
on tap, 
Oly  in the 
bottle  and 
Bud
 Light." 







looking  at 
us.













 the details. Just




 hats.ca me 
in.  
"Better call the 
sheriff. Two horses
 got loose 
down the 













help it if they feel underdressed," she 
said. 
We were careful not to 






 owned half of 
the town, 
so
 250 people showed  




 the back, not 
wanting to draw 
attention. A 
guy who looked 
like Wayne 
Shannon






went  well until the 5
-year -old in 
front 
of us fell 
underneath  the 
pew  and slid 
three  
rows






 things picked 
up. Between vows,






 to sing. 
Love, soft as an 
easy chair 
Love,
 fresh as the morning air 
One love that is shared by 
two 
I have found with you 
He was obviously 
not the best man 
for the job. 
Jon Peters
 could 







next  to 
me
 She 





presence  of 
our  Lord, I now 
pronounce  
you man 
and  wife." 




 reload the film." 
The four of us looked up to the heavens.
 Was its 
message? 
Reception: Hightailed it down to the Veterans 
Hall on Road 410 for a deep-pit barbecue and country 






The four of us sat 
back
 and took it all in. We de-
cided to visit 




 Duke on 

















































































which  is free and 







































 Plan to 
Stop  

























































 a 50 to 60 
percent
 success rate, 
he said. 
physiological























 and will suggest 
changes in the 
smoker's  life-
style. including diet, 
exercise  and general health. 
"The group 
will present all the
 facts in a motivating
 
way," 
Latta  said. 
Latta said the program 
will  try to get the smoker to 
make a 
commitment  and the team will reinforce it. 
They  
believe if the smoker makes the first five-day 
commit-
ment, they can give them the motivation to 
stick with it. 
One staff member
 at SJSU, who wished to 
remain un-
identified, said she signed
 up for the program 
in
 hopes it 
will 












give it a try 
because of her 
determination  to quit 
smoking.
 











feedback on the 




may  be brought 















Omega  Fraternity is 
sponsoring
 
the third annual Bike-A-
Thon 
on 
Saturday to  









The Frances Gotland Child De-
velopment











money  from the CSU system, SJSU 
and private
 donations. 
The 10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. event 





barbecue  pits 
near Seventh and
 San Carlos streets. 
The event is sponsored and orga-
nized by the Alpha Phi Omega Fra-
ternity, which has a coed chapter at 
Spartan  Daily 
Serving
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 Lakes, coordinator 
for the Bike-A-Thon.
 
"It's kind of like a party 
It's  
fun," Eakes said. "People can show 
up whenever they want." 
Participants need
 donate only a 
few hours of their time, she said. 
The Bike-A-Thon's goal is to 
raise money for a 
sturdy  metal slide 
for 
the  Frances Gulland 
Child  Devel-
opment Center 
playground, one that 
the









fifty  people will show 
up," Eakes said. 
Participants 
will
 ride a mile 
around
 the SJSU 
campus,
 taking Sev-
enth Street to San Fernando Street, 
making a right on 10th Street to San 
Salvador Street and 
then ride hack to 
7th Street, 








DALY CITY ( AP)  A 10-year -
old girl arrested
 for breaking into two 
cars may be responsible for up to 100 
auto
 burglaries in the past three 
years, police reported. 
The girl, who lives in a San Fran, 
ciso housing project 
was  arrested by 
security guards
 Monday night in the 
parking lot at ttu. Cow Palace arena 
Police said she 
took it gold ring and 
gold 'chain necklace
 from the glove 
compartment of a car there. 
The girl told officers she had 
been burglarizing cars since she was
 
7 years old, selling the stolen goods to 




"She said her aunt 
taught
 her 
how to look for unlocked cars and 
take whatever she could get from the 
glove 
compartments."  he said. 
The girl, whose name was with-
held because of her age, was  booked 
into a juvenile hall on 
two counts 
of 




































call  as 
days.  


















 of like a 
party.
























































it had to 
be canceled,


















the group, Eakes 
said. 
"A lot of 
fraternities
 and clubs 
are small so 
we want it ( the 
awards 
ceremony) 
to be fair," Eakes 
said. 
Prizes  
























Erie Basu is treated
 to a 
major  Spencer
 Sikes during a beginning 
taste of 
niat by industrial 
technology  judo class in 










(AP)  County 
supervisors  want the 
691,000 -acre
 Angeles National




 but the Sierra 
Club scoffed at the 
idea as 
"an appropriate
 motion for April 
Fools' Day." 
The Board of Supervisors 
voted  Tuesday to ask the 
county's Washington lobbyists to work 
for legislation to 




"When the history books are written 
about  his admin-
istration, I believe Ronald Reagan will be recognized for 
making outstanding contributions to our 
country."  said 
Supervisor Pete Schaba rum, who introduced the motion 
"I take pride in the fact
 that our president has long 
been associated with Los 
Angeles
 County," Schabarum 
said, adding that Reagan has a 
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 is like 








 have "done every-
thing
 
they  can politically (even) through 
budget cot, 
(that
 ) cause harm 




The sprawling Angeles forest north of Los Angeles. 
initially 
established as a timber reserve in 1892, is the 
largest open land area in the nation, said forest spokeswo.' 
man Susan Marzec. 
It stretches
 from Gorman, 70 
miles northwest of 
downtown  Los Angeles, 
to Mount Baldy, 40 
miles  north-
east of 
downtown  Los Angeles, along


























































































We will be tasting 
Gewurztraminer
 1982 
Sauvignon Blanc 1983 
Pinot Noir 1977 

































































 MEN and 
women  looked 
long
 
and hard at a 
crack in the rock face, 
one of hundreds
 of faults in Death 
Valley
 that define its shifting,
 folding, sinking 
and rising 
terrain.  They were looking for 
"evidence of a spring." 
Water,  rare and 
precious in this 
baking desert, rises from 
deep aquifers through 
cracks  in the 
impervious rock, pumping life
 into palm 
trees and sun-crazee
 .:,sciples of the Mother 
Lode. 
There were no palm trees here, though 
No vegetation found nourishment on the 
yellow rock face beside the tiny 
fault.  Yet 
Bob King assured the curious group that the 
dusty, dry, sunbaked fissure held "evidence 
of a spring."
 
Water was scarce, in fact, nonexistent 
along the dusty 
fault,
 beside a dusty road 
leading to a dusty ghost town that houses 
dusty SJSU field studies students for one
 
dusty week each spring. 
Like Death Valley's primordial tapestry 
of basaltic flows and alluvial fans, Bob King 
is an anomaly. One of six instructors on this 
year's trip, the San Jose City College 
geologist and meteorologist is a closet 
comedian, armed with a hand lens and a 
battered straw hat. 
His easy demeanor brings the dese..; s 
complex landscape into sharp focus, and his 
dry wit lends humor to the starkest salt basin. 
His puns are relics of the Pleistocene age but 
they never fail to 
bring  a smile to parched 
lips. 
A man perspiring in the morning heat 
found the "spring" -- a rusty piece of 
machinery 
that
 once pulled borax from the 
ground. As King broke into a monstrous grin, 
it was easy to imagine the associate dean of 
SJCC's Department of Natural Sciences 
traipsing through the desert night, salting 
faults with old springs. King is a comedian 




Other players take the stage in this 
production called Natural Science 151. 
Instructors in entomology, 
botany,  history 
and zoology from SJSU.
 SJCC and the U.S 
Department
 of Agriculture came to live 
and 
lecture for five days among 
the mesquite and 
rattlesnakes.
 
About 180 people from 
as far away as 
New Jersey paid $104 
each
 to participate in 
this one -unit 
desert adventure in March, 




LIVING  desert 
they  come to 
It wakes quietly, 
nudged  by early  shafts 
of sunlight that peek over the 
chocolate 
and cherry cola 
Funeral




 reds and yellows and greens 
and 
blacks  and shimmering 
waves of heat as the 
sun climbs to 
its zenith sucking moisture 
from  the parched land. And it 
goes to sleep at 
night beneath an 
explosion  of stars. 
But it never 
really  sleeps; night 
creatures  
bats, rattlers and coyotes - 
crawl from the rocks to eat and mate and 
howl at the waning moon. Students slip
 from 
wooden barracks to 
clunt the stars. 
Death Valley National Monument is a 
symphony of contrasting forms and colors, of 
lifeless plains, fantastic, 
barren  hills and 
verdant, green valleys. To 
understand  this 
desert, you must understand the forces that 
shaped it, and continue to shape 
it. 
But first, you must see the colors, you 
must feel the heat. 
Stand
 at Ryan, a deserted mining town 
that U.S. Borax Co. lends to SJSU for a week 
each spring. Clinging to the Amargosa Range 
at 3,000 feet,  this cluster of 
wooden buildings, 
ramshackle outhouses, dust, pack rats and 
tarantulas commands an unparalleled view 
of 
the  monument. 
Stand at Ryan and watch deep shadows 
form as the desert grows weary  of the sun 
continued on page 5 
Photos 














































































































































































































































































































continued  from page I 
STAND
 AT BADWATER, a salty 
hellhole  baking in the sun at 282 feet 
below sea level. Try to 
comprehend the bulk of snow-covered 
Telescope 
Peak, rising nearly two miles above
 this ancient lake bed. 
King will tell you that Badwater is the lowest point in the Western 
Hemisphere. He will also tell you that it was not always so. A depression in 
California's Salton Sea held that honor until a half a century ago when man 
turned the Colorado River upon it. Later, more accurate measurement lopped 
off a few more feet at Badwater,  thus perfecting the crime against Salton Sea. 
There is water at Badwater  saline pools, fed by underground  springs, in 
which live tenacious insect larvae. Other shallow.
 supersaline pools support 
the Salt Creek Pupfish, found 
nowhere
 else in the world. 
But not all 
Death Valley water is "bad." In fact, it is fresh rainwater that 
has done 
so much to shape this abrupt landscape, though less than two 
inches  
of rain falls annually. 
Water pulls ancient 
sediments  down as the restless earth thrusts them 
upward. Water leaches
 salts from the rock and deposits them as rich 
layers  of 
boron, the multipurpose mineral that put 
Death  Valley on the map a century 
ago. Water sustains 
plants  embracing rocky soil so alkaline that 
their  leaves 
excrete 
white  crystals of salt. 
Rain caught by mountains
 surrounding the monument 
rushes  down slopes 
with no trees 
and  few shrubs to slow it. A two-inch rainfall 
can  gouge channels 
six 
feet deep, dumping thousands of 
tons
 of rock and soil onto alluvial fans,
 
great aprons spreading across 
Death Valley's salt basin. They are
 some of the 
finest sedimentary 
fans  in the world, a geologist's 
dream and a road 
engineer's 
nightmare.  Here, where the 
flash
 flood is king, roads dissolve
 like 
paper before 
rushing walls of muddy
 water. 
You didn't need 
Wanna Pitts. SJSU botany
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FRESH Rposooe  
desert plants
 protect themselves from the sun with hairy filaments to know 
that water is precious in this place. After a four-hour morning hike, with 
temperatures reaching 100 degrees and canteens running low,  you knew well 
the value of water and your thoughts turned resolutely to Furnace Creek. 
Furnace Creek is an oasis of trees in a treeless desert. Morning field 
classes all lead to Furnace 
Creek,  a resort built with Henry Ford's new 
Model Tin mind, where cold beer, soft drinks and strawberry ice cream can 
be had. Furnace Creek is a 
shady  paradise of tennis courts and green lawns, 
swimming pools and the Corkscrew Saloon, perhaps the coolest spot in Death 
Valley. 
A shower at Furnace Creek, one of countless amenities lacking at Ryan, is 
heaven after an afternoon of chasing
 lizards and snakes across the blistering 
desert terrain. The water is cool and clean. The water
 is also 11,000 years old 
 the abiding signature 
of an ice age. It's a bit frightening showering in 
melted glacial water that has traveled hundreds





 THE SPRING 
water,  SJSU comes to Death 
Valley
 year after year.  
Some students come again and 
again.  Anyone is welcome, whether 
or
 
not they are an SJSU student. 
Bob King came again. He discovered 
Death  Valley on an SJSU field 
studies class in 1948 when he 
was an SJSU business major. But
 he fell in love 
with the slow and 
monumental  business of the earth 




 in love with Death Valley 
WOODY
 ALLEN FESTIVAL ALL WEEK AT CAMERA ONE (FRI-SAT-



















 A sweet combination 
of 
social  satire and wacky 
marital farce " 
Glenn Lovell 
Hercurv  News 
"The 
most  hilarious 
slice 
of life since 
0 'My 















Best Actor  
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Battling  45-mph winds and play-
ing without several
 of their best play-
ers, the Spartans 
were literally blown 
out of the 




2:1-7 to the Wolfpack
 of Ne-
vada
-Reno in a game 
called after 
seven innings 
because of snow 
Coach Gene Menges left three 
starters at home:
 Steve Ochoa, Gary 
Dorsey and John Ca 
puzelo.  
Menges said he left the players in 
San
 Jose because he 
was unhappy 
with the shape they lett their room in 
after last week's road













 of the 
situation  
Dorsey 
said  he would make a 
statement 
about  the incident 
after he 
had a 
chance  to talk 
it over with 
Menges
 
The loss of the three would have 
had an inipact upon the team's play 
under the most ideal weather condi-
tions.
 
With the addition of howling 
winds and the 
threat of snow, the 
Spartans ( 12-18) never had a chance. 
SJSU starter Jim Bowles 
couldn't make it through the first in-
ning, 






 to relieve 
Bowles,  but 
Nevada
-Reno 
was  hitting 
the ball 
hard, and the
 winds were 





The  outfielders) would come 
up on the 












































managed  11 
hits,  including 
a home run by 





 superior hitting 
and 
error -free ball 
were









conditions, it's real 
hard," Menges said. "I 
heard some 
of the outfielders
 couldn't even hear 
the 
ball coming off the 





















baseball  coach 
wind blowing." 
SJSU thus 




a sour note, having 
dropped  the 
last three games 
by
 a combined score 
of 40-11. 
The 













"Pacific has three excellent 
pitchers. They 




Despite  the formidable 
competi-
tion and




 he feels the Spartans 








 as good 
as 
we






















The SJSU men's tennis team 
dominated its Tuesday match 
against the
 University of the Pacific, 
8-I, even without the 
services
 of its 
usual No. 1 seed. 
The Spartans,
 1-1 in the 
PCAA  
and  5-8 overall,
 defeated the 
Tigers  in 
Stockton
 on a day 
when  SJSU coach 
John Hubbell 





 a busy weekend 
playing in a 
tournament,"  Hubbell 
Sold. "I felt, because 
we were playing 
a team 
that we should be able to 
han-
ille 
easily that I 
could  afford to 
give
 
!dalcorn  a rest."
 
In Allen's stead, Mark Murphy 
handily won his match against 
Pacif-
ic's No 1 man. Elliot Bloom, 6-2, 6-0. 
The win gave Murphy a 9-4 record, 





playing in his first
 singles match of 
his  SJSU career, defeated
 the Tigers' 
No. 6 
seed,  Matt Ginn,
 7-6, 6-1. 
"It was not 
much of a match for 
the guys," 
Hubbell




 of these kinds 
of matches 
in which we totally 
dominate  to get us 
rolling. 
"The 








 a rain -
out before. We 
were
 just glad to get 
this one out













win  before the 




with  a 
revamped  
lineup, SJSU swept
 all three doubles 
matches. 
The Spartans' 
Bob  Hepner and 
Paul
 Carbone teamed up 
for the first 
time this 
season






 a 6-3, 
4-6, 6-2 
victory over 









 and Tom 
Sheehan 
picked
 up a win 
against
 the Tigers' 
No. 3 team 
of Jeff Bibler 
and Skip 
Horan,  6-2.7-5  
San 










Giants  chopped their 
ros-
ter
 Tuesday to 26 players,
 two more 
than they will carry 
this
 year, by re-
leasing one player 
and sending three 
to the minors. 
Outfielder
 Ron 







liever FranicIMIliartil* was 
optiorikl 
to the Giants' 
Phoenix  farm club, and 
infielder Rick Adams and reliever 
Mike Jeffcoat were assigned









allowing  only 
one 




























beyond.  You 




youth  .. 
or welding in 
Morocco...  or auto-
motive 





programsor  set 
up a 
school 
store  where 
students
 can 




administrators  design a 
curriculum. You 
will  handle 
responsibilities far greater than 
you might be offered in a starting 
position in the
 United States 
When you return, you will find 
that educational 
institutions, inter-
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steaming,  hot 
beer and 
ice-cold hot










































brings  its own special 





Who could ever forget that 
immortal moment a 
few years ago 
when  Pete Rose, 
baseball's  
equivalent
 of Mary Lou 
Retton,
 was doused by 
a 
fan's  beer while going
 for a foul popup 
during  a 
game at 
St. Louis' 
Busch  Stadium. 
After giving Mr. 
Hustle  a shower, the fan 
quipped, 
"Hey
 Pete. This Bud's 
for You." 
Kind of tugs at 
your
 heart, doesn't it? 
Anyway,
 here 
area  few fearless





.... Contrary to popular
 opinion and against my 
better judgment, I predict the 





Sometime  in mid -August, the team will be so 
disgusted that it 
will
 drop out of major league 
baseball and start playing some teams it can beat. 
The only problem 




... The drug problem will not dissipate, but will 
hover like a cloud of smoke over the 
game,  
especially
 over clubhouses after games. 
Further action may be taken by commissioner 
Peter Ueberroth, but this time, he's really going to 
get tough. He may even take away the offending 
players' toys until they promise to play nice. 
... Speaking of playing nice, one of the most 
interesting teams to watch 
will
 be the Oakland A's, 
especially when Joaquin "Mr. Congeniality" 
Andu jar takes to the mound. 
ONE
 REGRET, THOUGH: the A's got 
rid of 
Billy Martin. What a pair the two would have 
made. Kind of like gasoline and a match. Or 
Moammar Khadafy and any living human being. 
But
 Joaquin will 
definitely  make it 
entertaining  
for 
the fans, just as 
long  as they 
aren't
 friends with 
any of the umpires. 
.... The winner of it all, the champion 01 
champions,Avilt  beth. Los Angeles "Choke, 
cough, 
gag" Dodgers.
 Forget Fernando Valenzuela (or is it 
Venezuela?. Forget Greg Brock. Forget Tommy 
"Honest, I Did Lose Weight" Lasorda. 
The Dodgers have a secret weapon: their 
opponents will be smogged to death. Well, maybe 
it's not so secret, but it will still work. 
.... Every year, there's one long shot that comes 
out of the pack and surprises everybody, including 
themselves. Just ask the Padres or the Blue Jays. 
This year, the surprise will be the New York Mets. 
Dwight Gooden-"Ough To Strike Out Any Fool 
Who Tries to Hit Against Him" will lead New
 York 
to its first division title since 1973. 
Baseball  is many things to many 
people.  
To me, it's 
an
 opportunity to see great
 athletes 
stand out in the 




themselves  while hundreds of feet away, a 
little guy 
stands
 on a hill of dirt and 
tries to fake out 
a poor 
soul who stands at home 
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Daily  staff 
photographer  
Vivian McAdam on 











OAKLAND ) Al') George Karl, currently a scout 
for the Milwaukee Bucks, is in line for tbe coaching job 
with the Golden State Warriors,  
according
 to a report 
published yesterday 
in
 the San Francisco Examiner. 
Karl, 34, was 
fired last month in his second year as 
head coach of the 
Cleveland
 Cavaliers. Old friend and 
Milwaukee Bucks coach 
Don  Nelson took Karl in to keep 
him in the game and groom him for the 




John  Bach is expected to step down at 
the end of this season. Tuesday 
night's loss to Houston 
gave Golden State a 28-49 record, fourth worst in the NBA. 
Karl said he has not been 
contacted  by the Warriors. 
"But  I've 'had' so many jobs, I hope 
I get one of 
them," he told the newspaper,
 referring to rumors he was 
headed for the University' of Pittsburgh or to Portland 
with the NBA. 




 pursue the Pittsburgh job harder." 
Karl played college basketball at North
 Carolina, av-
eraging 17 
points  in 1972-1973. He played for 
four
 years in 
the NBA before becoming 
an assistant coach with the San 
Antonio
 Spurs. 
Jim Fitzgerald, who is expected to exercise an option 
he 
holds to buy Golden State after the current season, de-
clined to 
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Daily staff writer 
A week-long break









 University, 9-0, 





 have now won 








improved  to 12-3, while the
 Broncos fell to 8-9. 
It 
was  the second time 
these  two teams have 
met  this 
season,




 we beat them
 before," 
said Shelly 






 we didn't have
 Kristen ( 
Hildebrand  ) " 
Hildebrand
 is suffering 
from ear, nose
 and throat tn-
fections. coach
 Lisa Beritzhoff
 said. She 
normally com-




Spartans  were able
 to overcome the 
loss of Hilde-
brand, as 
Whitney  Clarke stepped 
in to v, In at the No 
6 
seeded singles 
match  and teamed up 
with
 Anh-Dao Espi-
nosa to beat the Broncos'
 No. 





"The  first 
















knew  we 
could  win. 
"In the 
first set, I was 
trying










 and Vivian 
McAdam  eas-
ily  captured the
 No. 1 doubles
 match with a 
6-1,6-2 thrash-
ing of 
Jenny  Stean and 
Kathy  Voile. 
A back injury to 
the  Broncos' Tina Crivello, 
suffered  
in her 
singles  match, forced Santa






match  against 
Thompson 
at





















injure  it 
until 











Injury or not, 
the other singles 
matches












 in the Mi. 
:3 
match. 





and  Espinosa was even 






"It was pretty 
one-sided,"  Beritzhoff
 said. "It 
wasn't  
a test of how
 we can play 
because
 they were 
missing  three 
of 
their top players. 
"But  it was good to get
 back into competion
 after the 
week off and 
get  us ready for the Oregon
 game," she said. 
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Melissa  Stone 
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The scene is 
set, the breezy air hits, and the 
glowing  
lights
 shine off of the San Francisco Bay
 as dancing in the 
night comes alive at the 
MoonLight  Cruise. 
Weather permitting, 
this  scenario will occur April 18 
for the 150 people expected
 to attend the residence halls 
first bay cruise. 
Taking  off from
 Pier 41 in 
San Francisco,
 the boat 
from the 
Red  and White 
Fleet will 
cruise
 the North 
San  
Prancisco
 Bay from 9 














 are available 
in
 the residence 
halls, it is 
n to 
anyone,
 he said. 
. The semi -formal 
event, sponsored by the Inter-Resi-
cttnbeeeaHttairledl AswsiocthiaatsiopnoratsndcoWaats 
ahnbdutrine  jAHahlilk,.rweqoumireensmmuesnt 
%tear a dress,
 Perry said. 
i 






served  to 
dancers
 on the 
main deck 









"We are trying to 
make
 this a classy event," Perry 
said.  
Black and white illustrations and
 colorful streamers 
will  
be used to decorate 
the  boat, he said. 
So far 115 ticket spaces 
have
 been sold, Perry said, 
but there are 
still 30 spaces available for
 singles or cou-
ples. Tickets are 
$20 per single and $35 per 
couple.
 
A disc jockey will present 
music instead of a band, 
Perry said, that way 
a mixture of music can be played. 
"The quality of the event is more important to us 
than  
making a profit.
 We want people to enjoy themselves," 
Perry said. 




If the turn -out rate 
is successful at the boat dance 
then a 
larger
 boat can be rented in the future at a lower 
price for each person, Perry said. 
"The nice thing about San 
Francisco  is there are a 
number of nice restaurants to go to . . . the pier is not that 
far
 away," Perry said. 
More information concerning 
ticket  sales can be ob-
















examiner  allegedly 
approved  fraudu-
lent applications




 Taiwan she fal-








 arrested in her down-
town
 office yesterday
 on charges con-
tained in a 41 -count secret
 grand jury 
indictment
 which also 
accused  Alfred 
Lin, a business
 partner of her 
hus-
band,  Robert 
Anaya.  
Assistant U.S. 




ceived at least 
$700.000  from Chinese 
aliens
 from Taiwan 
for  approving 
f 
udulent applications for them 
Lin was still being sought. Anaya 
was not charged. The two are part-
ners in a firm, Contessa 
Imports.
 
The indictment, returned Feb. 19 
but sealed until Tuesday, charged 
that Lin met with Taiwan residents 
who were in the United States under 
temporary  visas and offered to help 
them become permanent residents 
for a fee of up to 
$40,000.  
Documents,  allegedly prepared 
by Lin, claimed permanent -resident 
status for aliens who supposedly 
had 
been ordained in the Buddhist clergy, 
had 
offers  of employment in the 
United 
States and therefore were en-
titled to 
preferential treatment. 
Anaya would perform "illegiti-
mate, 
perfunctory  and incomplete in-
; 
SAN DIEGO






residents  to 
be
 on their 





 by  a 































 and pets 
playing  near 
canyons. 
' 
Fish and Game 
officials said 
mountain  lions rarely
 
attack 
humans,  but they're
 recommending
 caution in 
light of an attack
 10 days ago 
on
 a 5-year -old 
girl  in 
Orange County. The 
girl










Moller  said he was 
,..ilk-
' his 
dog W. a tield,near his 









 them for 
permanent
-resident status, the 
gov-
ernment  alleged. 
At a hearing after her arrest, 
U.S. Magistrate
 James J. Penne set 





higher  bail, 
Berliner 




 $1.7 million in 
property, 
consisting 
mostly  of homes
 and rent-
als, 









 Lin and 
others 















 in San Diego 
area 
snatched  the 15
-pound  poodle in 
its  mouth and ran
 away. 
Moller  said he 
saw  the animal







cougar  snatched 





 their walk, 
Moller said. He 
shouted at the 
big cat, which
 passed about 
50 feet from 
him.
 He began to 
run into the 
bush  after the 
cat  but had second
 thoughts. 
"I was just scared to death," he said. "What am I 
doing out here 400 yards from 
civilization  with a
 
lion" 




 a club 
and returned
 to the field and





 Moller's dog 
said  he 
could 
not  determine 
whether
 the wounds 




 a bobcat 
or
 a 






 Associated Students Budget
 Committee made a 
recommendation to 
the A.S. Board of Directors 
yesterday 
to cut the 
budget by $33.115 for the Revised 
Automatic 
AMding 
Initiative.  Six groups funded 
by RAFI could be 
affected 
e: 
   
Contention for the 




 A.S. President 
Erin O'Doherty 
said
 the space 
would  be an excellent 
spot
 for the print shop or a 
new busi-
ness.
 Ed Zant, Spartan 
Shops  general manager, 
said he 
wants to see the space
 used to expand 
seating
 for the bak-
ery or the pub 
   
Legislative Analyst 
Gerald  Beavers advised
 against 
funding for the 
renovation of the Old 
Science
 Building in a 
report to 
the state Legislature. 
Beavers said that 
enroll-
ment projections
 do not show the need 
for the additional 
space that the 
renovation would provide.
 Governor Deuk-
mejian's budget had 





   
SJSU  President Gail 
Fullerton  announced at a 
press  
conference Tuesday 





 divisions, one concentrating
 on men's ath-
letics, the other on women's. 
   
Spartan Shops will mail 2.500 surveys to a random
 
sampling of SJSU 
students this month, to identify 
custom-
ers, to find out
 how service is perceived and to 
see how 
Spartan Shops
 can improve. Spartan Bookstore Manager 
Ron Duval








 Rugby team won two of the three games 
played over the spring break. The last was a  13-11
 loss on 
Saturday to the Missions, a local team. 
Kurt Leptich Daily staff photographer 
Which
 is the 
hardest job  
studying or 
McIntosh,  from 
the 
Facilities  Development 
painting? (Li. 








 exam as Mike University Room's




The door to the storage shed
 in the Archery Field was 
pried open and several dozen
 bows and arrows were sto-
len sometime between the evenings
 of March 26 and 27. 
The value of the bows and 
arrows  was estimated at $2,381 
TWVPOssyq$4.A'Ti,ssigre taken off Of a-contractors -tra-
iler at Spartan Stadium 
on
 the afternoon of March 27. The 
value of the saws was estimated at $189. 
   
A window of a car parked in the Seventh Street Ga-
rage was pried open and several personal items were 
taken sometime between Sunday
 night and Monday 
morning. The value of the items was estimated at $645. 
   
Several books in a cubbyhole
 at the Spartan 
Bookstore were stolen Monday afternoon
 and some were 
later recovered. The items were valued
 at $180. 
   
A cable
-locked I2 -speed 
bicycle  was stolen 
from the 
south 
side of the 
Industrial  Studies 
building  Monday 
eve-
ning. Its 






A backpack containing books
 and other items, valued 
at approximately $100 was 
stolen
 from a cubbyhole in the 
Spartan Bookstore Tuesday
 afternoon. Another backpack 
and a flute 
valued
 at $840 were also stolen from a 
bookstore cubbyhole the 








write,  Lynn Louie. 
Dry 
Toast  
Peter  Stein 
June 18, 1943
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 a beer 
that
 
delivers  that same 
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 from 8:30 a.m. 
to 4:30 
p.m.
 today through 
April 15 in the 
A.S. Business 
Office.
 For more infor-
mation  contact 




   




















contact Muriel Andrews at 
279-4575. 
   
The SJSU Ski 
Club
 will hold its 
monthly 
meeting  at 7:30
 p.m. today 
in Dudley 
Moorhead  Hall, Room
 334. 
The 
meeting  will include 
nominations 
for new officers 
and information 
about
 the Kirkwood trip 
and the barn 
dance. For
















































will  be 
inaugerated  at 
today's 
meeting.  
   
The Akbayan Filipino-American 
Club will hold a discussion on com-
munity involvement
 at 2:30 p.m. to-
morrow in the Student Union Pa-
checo Room. For 
more information 
contact
 Rosanno Alejandro at 
573-
3111.  
   
Student Affiliates of the Ameri-
can Chemical Society 
will
 hold a gen-
eral meeting 
at
 1:30 p.m. tomorrow 
in Duncan Hall, Room 505. For 
more  
information contact 
Kaprie  at 262-
5553. 
   
The SJSU Karate Club will hold a 
general  workout at 7:30 p.m.
 today in 
the Spartan 
Complex,  Room 089. For 
more information contact 
Byron  
Chew
 at 257-7276. 






 hold a forum 
at 7:30 
a.m. 
tomorrow  in the 
Institute
 at 66S 
Seventh  St. 
Breakfast 
will  also be 
served. 
For  more 
information  con-
tact
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 page I 
However, Cook said 
that the 
School of Business is struggling to 
provide enough rooms for busi-
ness classes and it would be diffi-
cult to attain space for a book co-
op in any of the business rooms. 
'It seems to 
me
 that the Stu 
dent Union was built with 
student
 
money and with the intent of pro-
viding an arena 
for students to 




The current Student Union fee 




nally  sought 









result in a 






of the book co-op 
said 
they would like to see the. 
book co-op operating at the end of 
the fall 1986 semester. 
Haines and 
Sonneman said 
they need to lease space in the Stu-
dent Union before specifying 
plans for 
the  book co-op, but board 
directors said AS. needs to pre-
sent those specified plans before 
space can be granted and en-
forced 
by the new lease. 
Curtis Cook, associate dean of 
the School of Business and board 
member, said he was concerned 
that the A.S. book co-op might run 
into the same difficulties 
that  led 
to the failure of a previous book 




"I'm really not sure what 
kinds of problems they the Small 
Business Student Association) en-
countered that led 
to their failure, 
but I 







































than the Associated Students,"
 
Cook said. 
A.S. and Student Union offi-
cials did resolve two of four
 un-
settled sections of the proposed 
five-year 
A.S./Student  Union 
lease, enabling the A.S. to control 
the type of 
businesses  operated in 
specific Student Union rooms that 
are leased. The old 
lease did not 
allow the A.S. to switch operations 
from one room to 
another.  A.S. 
representatives said the old lease 
terms 
were  too restrictive. 
Tom Boothe,
 A.S. director of 
personnel, said he thinks the
 old 
lease terms were too narrowly de-
fined. 
"I don't believe (A.S.) should 
be so restricted as to 
prevent
 us to 
move our print shop to our Earth 
Toys space,"  said Boothe, who has 
been elected A.S. president for the 
1986-87 academic year. 
The old lease 
terms will be ex-
tended on a month -by -month basis 






the A.S. Board of Directors. 





continued fr  
page I 
the only 
one of its kind in the
 field. 
She said it has been successful for 
other California 
universities
 such as 
the University of California at Berke-
ley 

























The 60-day trial period 
serves "to 
evaluate it 
and  to make a decision as 
to whether the library 




University  Librarian Jo 
Whitlatch said students 
would be in-
cluded in the library administration's 
final 
decision and that student eval-
uation forms would 
weigh  heavily as 
data, 
"We strongly 
encourage  students 
to come in and
 use it," Whitlatch 
said. "But with the heavy volume of 
students using it now, we hope they 
will restrict their 












were 68 AIDS deaths in San Fran-
cisco in March, the highest number 
recorded for a single month, accord-





Tuesday,  also showed 
there 
were
 75 new cases
 of AIDS in 
March,  
down from
 101 cases 
reported  in 
February. 
In the meantime, the city Health 
Commission was told the
 AIDS case-
load in San Francisco may double be-






increase from the present estimate of 
about 900 to approximately 1,600 by 
1987, said John A. Newmeyer of the 
Haight-Ashbury Free Medical Clinic. 
"This  means that the city is 
going to have to plan
 for an 80 to 100 




 Newmeyer, a 
specialist
 in epidemics who -stressed 
his study was preliminary. 
Acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome is a disease
 that cripples 




 victim vulnerable to infections
 
and 
other diseases, including 
can-
cers. 
AIDS is most likely to strike 
ho-
mosexuals, abusers 
of drugs and he-
mophiliacs that are 
injected
 with a 




 contact, contaminated 
nee-
dles and blood transfusions, but not 
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continued from page I 
Faber said he supports a propo-
sal 
submitted
 by police 
to 
City  Man-
ager Gerald Nevilarmer requesting 
additional funding to allow the de-
partment to assign two officers per 
car. 
Faber
 has faced criticism from 
several board 
members  for not 
spending
 enough time as 
vice presi-
dent of the A.S. 
He 
said although he had not done 
all he could as A.S. 
vice president, he 
has done all that 
is
 required in the de-
scription of 
the  office. 
"There are other things 
in my 





ceived a cut in pay as vice president 
because he said 
he
 was being paid too 
much for the hours he was spending
 
on the job. 
However, he said he does
 believe 
he 
will have adequate time to spend 
with the city 
council,  if elected. 








continued from page I 
One of the first campaign efforts 
has 
been a mass mailing of letters to 
eighth and ItIth grade students
 and 
their parents. The letters will detail 
the new 1988 
requirements  and the 
need to take college 
preparatory  
courses in 
high school, Gravenberg 
said. The letters will be mailed within 
the next week 
or two. 
Letters will also be mailed to 
high 
school principals, superinten-
dents and school boards and will
 be 
available in Spanish, he said. 
"Of particular 
importance  to us 
is the Spanish and black commu-
nity," he said, citing the high dropout 
rates for 
minority
 students. "We 
want to try to critically impact that 
mass of students ( blacks and Hispan-
ics).',
 
In an effort to reach more blacks, 
committee representatives will visit 
black churches and talk with other 
leaders in the black community,
 Big-
elow said. 






 videos, Bigelow 
said. Plans  are 
also being made to 
meet  with alumni from CSU schools. 
The campaign will run from now 
until  1988 when the new requirements 
will take effect, Gravenberg said 
Campaign 
coordinators are seeking 
campaign funds from the state legis-
lature.  
"It's important to reach 
the  stu-
dents, especially
 those in the eighth 
and ninth





with  a wide 
amount









members, which he estimated at 
$25,000 to $30,000, 
Faber  said he will 
not have to seek other employment 
and would be able to spend the 20 to 30 
hours a week required
 by the office, 
and still be able to attend law school 
and spend time with his wife. 
Councilwoman Alvarado, the 
first 
Hispanic  woman directly 
elected to the city council, disputed 
Faber's opinion of her financial hack-
ing. 
"We have covered the spectrum 
















































 than $100 
was  greater
 than the 








her office to benefit her 
campaign.
 In 












 a means 
of 
enforcing  the 
sign
 codes in 
November  
1984 because
 signs were 









to place a 
bond
 with the 
city,  and if 
they 
left their signs




cost  of 
removing













cided  it 
would  



































































owner  is a 
misdemeanor
 























































continued from page i 
Art 















said he was 
in contact 





Throughout  his 










Along with Coates helping Slay-
ton with his 
classes,  Slayton's wife, 
Lisa drives nearly Mo miles 
each  
day to take him to work, he said.
 
"She drives 
from our house in 
Berkeley to SJSU and
 back to San 
Francisco  where she works," Slayton 
said. "I'm 
































































"He  has 
maintained  his 
























t AP r 
companies
 to carry 11BO's signal on a 
benefits.  
Comic Relief, the four-hour






















 has so far 
raised $2.4 mil- homes to 39 million. Donation pledges
 show during






 it was an- were made chiefly 







 phone bank set up with a toll -free pledges
 continue to be made, he said. 
"Two nights before the show, I 
number.
 
The show offered humor for a 
had terrible nightmares," 
said  Bob 
Zmuda said the $2.4 million fig- broad spectrum of tastes, ranging 
Zmuda, president





 of 10 p.m. Monday and
 from the down-home style of  Minnie 






Pearl, with a price tag
 on her 
hat,
 to 
shock at how 
well it did.- 
were expected
 Tuesday. Comic Re- Pee 








 also has yet 
to
 count mailed -in 
do- 
Other comics included






and  contributions 
from com- 
Jerry Lewis, Madeline Kahn, 
John
 
Williams, Whoopi Goldberg and Billy 
edy 
night 




 and David 
Steinberg  
Crystal, donated more than $1 million 
for production costs and overhead. 
said Chris Albrecht, a 
senior  vice 
president for the cable network. 
HBO agreed to allow local cable 
Correction
 
The Spartan Daily incorrectly 
spelled 
the associate director of 
women's athletics' name in yester-
day's issue. 



















Sign up by 




Business  Office, SU. 











icaturing choreography by 
Lucas  Hoviti9 Elina Mooney  












































Check out special 
low 
prices  
















 and more. 
512K, 1.2 
MF,  MONO 
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DRIVE, 
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TURBO  PC MONO 
SYSTEM
 




 2-1/2HT DR  $1350
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 he said. 
offered humor
 for a 
me of tastes, ranging 
-home style of Minnie 
rice tag on her hat, 
to
 











































































































































































her son in Los
 Angeles, 
celebrate  
her April 1 
birthday and




































































McCaffrey  told  

















worth more than their cover price. 
One young lady approached 
the autograph table with a scrap of 
binder paper after discovering she 
lacked sufficient funds to buy a 




postcard  from her purse 
and signed it for the teenager. 
"It's a little better than a piece 
of paper," McCaffrey said. 
Larry Kay, a 
cable splicer 
with Pacific Bell, drove from 
Union City to see McCaffrey.
 
"She's very different -- a good fan-
tasy writer Lakes you somewhere 
you couldn't 
get  by yourself," he 
said.  
"Although
 they are science 
fiction and take place in other
 lo-
cales, they McCaffrey's books) 
are very human stories," said Ron 
Larson
 of Cupertino. "1 like a little 
romance with my science fiction." 
Following a divorce in 1970, 
the author moved to 
Ireland
 from 
the United States, mainly to pro-
vide better 
education  for her three 
children. Also, "it seemed 
a good 
idea to put 3,000 miles between 






and "The White Dragon,"
 which 
are 
often  sold as a  packaged
 set  
"Dinosaur 
Planet" and "The 
Ship 
Who Sang." 
She also pens ro-
mance novels; 
the  latest, "Stitch 
in Snow," features 
a cover McCaf-
frey  termed "super 
sexy." 
McCaffrey said she began 
writing science fiction because she 
could get her work published. 
"I wasn't slick enough
 to write 
Ken 
Lam  

































and  the 
story 
advances  









 a few 





that outline comes 
the  whole 
book,"  she said. 
Strong emotional bonds and 
dragons able to communicate 
with  
selected humans through 
mental  
conversations play major roles in 
McCaffrey's five books dealing 
with the planet Pern. 
"Dragons seemed a good idea 
at the time; 800,000 words later 
I'm not allowed to stop," she said. 
Learn to spell and to use gram-
mar.  McCaffrey 
advised aspiring 
writers. "You wouldn't drive a car 
without fuel and oil . . . how could 
you drive the vehicle of your inspi-















































that appears each Thursday ,n 














Left to right Corey Haim, Char 
lie Sheen,
 and Kern Green star 
in 
"Lucas."
 a Twentieth 
Cen-
tury Fox release 
See  pages 3-5 
for movie 
reviews Cover art by 
Nancy 
Chan  
restaurant, you get the feeling of 
having  entered "Little Japan." 
All  
you see 
when you walk in is the an-
cient 




Dark brown wooden beams 
structure
 the inside of the restau-
rant 
as
 well as rice paper walls 
and Japanese 
print material that 
hangs from the top of the 
doorway.  
The
 lanterns that hang 
from  the 
beams
 and the soft Japanese 
in-
strumental music
 add to the au-
thentic atmosphere.
 
Nijo Castle has both a 
restau-
rant
 and a sushi bar where 
you  








































chefs  prepare 
your
 meal in 



























from $4.50 to $6.50, 
and filling por-
tions are served. 
The Japanese have 
a way of 
making 
the most unusual -sounding 
things taste great. Sushi is made 
with fresh seafood, vinegar, rice, 
dried seaweed and HOT green Jap-
anese mustard that 
will
 take your 
breath away.
 
The sushi includes: maguro 
(tuna),  hamachi (yellow tail fish), 








































All sushi is served with soy 
sauce and ginger. The ginger is 
used to clean your 
palate  so that 
you can get the full flavor of your 
next piece
 of sushi. The sushi 




It's fun to 
watch  the sushi 
being made in front of you. All the 
shaping and molding is done by 
hand. It's a cultural experience 
and a meal all rolled into one. 
Nijo Castle serves lunch 
and 
dinner seven days a week. For res-









By Cindi Hansen 
Many people may 
come to the 
Hogsbreath Inn for the first time to 
try and catch a glimpse of its fa-
mous owner. But customers will 
find themselves returning for the 
good food and great atmosphere 
the
 restaurant has to offer. 
The Hogsbreath
 Inn restau-
rant, located in downtown Carmel 
on San Carlos St. and owned by 
actor Clint 
Eastwood,
 is a beauti-
ful spot for a leisurely afternoon 
lunch or moonlit dinner 
The restaurant





































































































and salads and contains such 
rari-
ties as "The Dirty 
Harry," a sand-
wich composed of a variety
 of dif-
ferent meats. Each 
luncheon 
entree 
includes soup, and 
each  
sandwich 





 includes a 
variety of beef, fish, and pasta
 en-
trees. All dishes come with 
soup 
and salad. 
The prices range from about 
86 to $12 for
 lunch and from about 
88 to $20
 dollars for dinner. 
Hogs 
are  definitely the theme 
for this restaurant A wooden 
hogshead is displayed in front of 
the Inn, and a few other unusual 
hogs are scattered throughout the 
place, including one composed 
of 
wire. A waitresses was wearing a 
T-shirt with hogs all over it. 
If you're lucky, you might 
even get to chat with 
Eastwood, as 
he often 
walks through the 
place  
talking to his 





 to be mayor,
 he 
may frequent
 it even 
more. 
The
 Hogsbreath Inn is 
deli-
netly worth a 
visit  if you're in 
Car-




superb,  and you 
may 
bump into 





















Shelly  O'Day 
A Mickey Mouse T-shirt and 
Mickey Mouse
 psychology. "Swiss 
Miss" chocolate 
euphoria
 in the 




morous, but "Always," a film 
by 
Henry 
Jaglom, is not a comedy. It 
is, however, very funny. A stilt -
dancer decides to marry her 
boyfriend after 
a deli lunch. A 
Fourth of July party turns into a 
psychoanalitic weekend. The stilt -
dancer has an affair with a mar-
ried man whose 
wife takes baths in 
chocolate because she believes 
that once it seeps
 into her pores, it 






























































 were Shazam, the bunny 
who changes from a vulnerable 
fuzz ball to a super hero. But David
 
is a 
tragic hero, and his love for 
cartoons and his Mickey Mouse T-
shirt  show his childlike sense
 of 
humor. But this boyish 
quality is 
really a desperate
 attempt to es-
cape 
the  pains of life. 
David's two-year separation 
from his wife has hurt him. The 
beauty of 
his  character is that he 
tries
 to deal with his love for her 
and  the realization that things 
can-
not be as they once were. 
Jaglom's ex-wife, Patrice 
Townsend, 
plays David's wife. The 
couple's real
-life best friends play 
Lucy and Eddie.
 Jaglom based the 
movie 
around the breakup


















Part of the reason that Jaglom 
made the film was so that he and 
his ex-wife could gain an under-
standing why their real -life mar-
riage broke up. For them. "Al-












 showing their 
despair.  
Judy laughs 
with  sheer pleasure 
and then suddenly stops







 She tells David 
she 
is
 superficially happy, 
but  that 
deep down inside 
everything isn't 
OK. 
It is a sad film, but the absur-
dity of 
the sadness makes one 
laugh.
 The tone of the film con-
stantly switches 
from
 serious to 
humorous 
 from a deep, philo-
sophical discussion at the Fourth 




 he finds out that she is read-
ing books on how to have 
good sex. 
Some of the saddest moments 
are the funniest. At the Seattle 
Film 
Festival,  Jaglom said, 
"Thank you 
for laughing at my 
pain." 
David and Judy love each 
other. However, there is some-
thing missing in their relationship. 
Judy says that she 
needs to find 
herself, while David tries to con-
vince her they can have a perfect 




relationships, but it does provide 
insight. 





Your Chance for 
Romance 
Choose screened members in a safe, fun, 
relaxed atmosphere 
SELECTIVE VIDEO DATING SERVICE 
960 N -San Antonio, Suite 125, Los Altos 
(415) 941-2250 
no obligations 















 home to 
stay.
 This is 







 film. It is an expanded 
home 
movie. In fact, 
Jaglom
 uses actual 
scenes from
 his wedding 
to open 
the 
film.  The people in 
"Always"
 
are real and 
believable.  The film 
would 
be boring if it weren't 
for the 
complete  honesty of 
the actors 
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David Graf plays Tackleberry,
 a Rambo-like weapons 
freak, in "Police Academy 3: Back In Training" 




By Lucy Santopietro 
With mediocre performances 
and an absurd script, 
"Police Aca-
demy
 3: Back In Training" 
shouldn't be taken seriously; it is a 
disappointing  movie filled with idi-
ocy. 
The film should be viewed with 
a carefree attitude because it's so 
ridiculous that it's funny 
Tim Kazurinsky from "Satur-
day Night Live" is SweetChuck. 
He decides to join the police aca-
demy after being victimized as a 
storekeeper in "Police 
Academy  
2: Their First Assignment." 
The timidity and nerdiness 
Kazurinsky brings out in his per-
formance is effective He lends ab-
surdity to the movie with his pho-
bia of everything and everybody. 
Zed ( Bobcat 
Calthwait
 1. 
Sweetchuck's roommate at the 
academy, has the 
animalistic
 









 from the past 
"Police Academy"
 films reprise 
their roles
 in this movie as mem-
bers of the old graduating class as-
signed
 to save the police 
academy 
by training the newest
 recruits. 
Eacii cnaracter 
has  his or her own 
brand of lunacy 
Commandant 
Lassard's 
((;eorge  Gaynes) inventive 
meth-
ods turn uncivilized people into 
blundering cops, and now 
he must 
deal with the governor's threat of 
closing







 a lovable 
and 
competent  cop. 
Guttenberg 
displays
 a Saran 
Wrap
 smile that 
looks as 




































with  her 























"Police Academy 3" is 
not  a 
great movie by any means, but it 







By Roger Gilbert 
So you think you've got prob-
lems? 
In "The Money Pit." Waller 
Fielding (Tom 
Flanks)
 and Anna 
Crowley (Shelley Long) only 
want to find a place to live after 
they are kicked out of their 
apartment. The couple ner-
vously purchase a 
lifetimechance-in-a-
bargain house 
Anna and Walter soon find 
out the house is a lemon. 
Director Richard Benjamin 
paces this comedy -tragedy with 
a driven energy reminiscent of 
Billy Wilder pictures. From the 
opening scene, people burst in 
and out of the camera's frame of 
reference. The effect adds a fu-
rious element to the comedy 
Everything in "The Money 
Pit" is larger than life. A loose 
doorknob irritates Walter but is 
nothing compared to the col-












only a part 
of the complex





throughout  the 
movie. 
In the midst of all the domi-
cile difficulties, Walter and 
Anna are caught up in a suspi-
cious love triangle.
 Crowley's 
other significant other is 
her ex-























a moment of domestic 
strife, Anna 






while  the 
house is 
chock-full  of 
repairmen
 
To the two 






there  so long 
and  in 
such 
number  that they 
have be-
come
 like furniture 
Despite the movie's prem-
ise, the writer's intentions,
 the 
directing, the superb acting 
of 
Tom Hanks ( reminiscent of 
Cary 
Grant(








quite click. It's 
almost
 as if the 
movie has taken 
on some char-
acteristics 
of the ailing house 
There
 are so many things
 being 













patching it up. 
"The Money Pit" 
shameles-
sly exaggerates everything that 
comes on screen and has all the 
ingredients of comic night-
mares. Walter and Anna simply 




couple's  relationship 
































The first 40 
minutes  of "Just 
Between Friends" leaves you 
questioning why the movie is on 





But a succession of interesting 
plot twists draws 
the audience into 
the movie, and the questions begin 
to fade away.
 
"Just Between Friends" stars 
Mary Tyler Moore as Holly, a lov-
ing housewife whose life is cen-
tered around her family, and Ted 
Danson 
as her husband Chip, who 
loves
 his wife but believes he is in a 
rut. 
Christine Lahti plays Sandy. 




 Between Friends" be-
gins 
as a typical movie 
about love 
and deception. 
However,  the spe-
cial friendship
 that develops be-
tween Holly and Sandy, despite 




 the audience 
emotionally
 to the movie. 
Moore  is good 
in her perfor-





on her own after her 
husband dies 
in an accident, a scene
 that caught 
many in the audience
 by surprise. 
But for a while 
it














 she gives 
an 
even  better 
performance
 as a 
woman
 who must 
deal with the 
fact that
 her husband 
had an affair 
with 
her best 




 is somewhat 
similar to 
Sam,  the 
character
 he 
plays  on "Cheers."
 His perfor-
mance does
 not reveal 
any  new di-
mensions
 to his 
acting. 
Lahti,  who portrays
 a compul-
sive and 
competitive  TV 
reporter,
 
is a natural in her 







 Chip's low-key 
friend. 
keeps the 




 the movie. Holly 
and Sandy fight 
the ties that hind 
them as friends 
because of the 
relationship they 
both




 only imagine 
they would face 
in a similar situa-
tion.
 
And just when 
the situation 
seems unbearable, Holly finds 
out 
that 
Sandy  is carrying Chip's 
baby. 
In the end, after much soul 
searching,
 the friendship that 
Holly and Sandy 
















than  the loss 
of 
pride  and 
"Just
 Between Friends" makes 














It gets off to a slow start, but 









"Lucas" is a 
great movie if 
you're going
 through puberty. 
It's a 
terrible  movie if you are 
critical 
of the younger genera-
tion. 
The film's title 
character  is 
a I4-year -old nerd who 
deals  
with changing 
adolescent  values 
like Aristotle in theory but like a 
typical teenager in reality. 
Lucas Blye (Corey
 Haim of 
"Firstborn")
 is perfect 
as the 
scrawny 














School  dork 















football  team de-
grade 
him and make 
fun  of him. 
From this 
point  on, the 
viewer hates Bruno
 because he 
never leaves Lucas
 alone. At 
school, 











 and protector to 
Lucas. 
He is 
a handsome hulk with a 
good sense
 of humor. 
Sheen is 
good  in his role as 
captain of the 
Deer Park High 
football team. He is 
soft
 and un-
derstanding as he 
persuades 













best friend as a I rom-piniples-io-
pristine cheerleader is 
warm  
and encompassing. 
She is the 
only one who understands Lucas 












































Keaton caught in the middle 
in Ron Howard's 
latest  offering 
By Robert Walsh
 
While it does drag
 in spots, 
"Gung Ho," Ron Howard's latest 
effort, is overall 
a fine comedy, 
with enough laughs to merit to-
day's extortionate movie prices. 
The 
movie's  premise is an in-
teresting one. A town economi-
cally dependent on an auto man-
ufacturing plant  not unlike 
Fremont, California  tries to re-
open 
the plant, going to a Japanese 
firm for the necessary capital. 
Michael Keaton, in his most 
Ifetching role since the otherwise 
insipid "Night Shift," is recruited 
by the 
unemployed  auto workers to 
make their case to the Japanese 
firm.  
Keaton does a convincing 
"Ugly
 American" routine before 
the Japanese hoard of directors, 
relying on genial bravado to make 
his case. The Japanese, however, 
appear unimpressed, and Keaton 
returns home, seemingly defeated. 
He informs his girlfriend of his 
failure.
 
"Remember that time I met 
your Dad and he went 
after  me 
with a power sander? 
It didn't go 
quite
 that well." 
Despite  the Japanese busi-
nessmen's lack of reaction, how-
ever, they were indeed impressed. 
'The plant reopens, and Keaton is a 
hero. 
From here on, the film dwells 
on the stark differences between 
American and Japanese cultures, 
especially as 
manifested
 in the at-
titudes of labor.
 Though at times 
indelicate  towards both 
sides,
 
Howard does not 
favor  either side. 
Many have
 criticized the film 
for  casting the Japanese 
in






 at best, for 
while the 
film's depiction of 
the Japanese is 
not totally 
accurate, it 
will  do ' 
much 
to improve 
the  average 
American's 
understanding  of the 
Japanese  work ethic 
and
 why they 
are beating us in nearly all fields 
of business. 
While one of the film's Japa-
nese 
antagonists  is slightly 
sinis-
ter, 
he is comically so and could
 
have  been of any nationality. The 
film is 
not prejudiced by any 
























in the eyes 
of
 his fellow 
American  workers,








 and it is hard to 
escape the similarities 
between 
him and director Frank Capra, es-
pecially in the nature 
of
 their re-
spective pro- and antagonists. 
While the film 
has minor flaws 
 pacing and 
Keaton's  seemingly 






























By Urla Hill 
The Firm's new album, 
"Mean Business," offers a variety 
of electronic sounds. 
Featuring celebrated artists 
such as former Led Zepplin guitar-
ist Jimmy Page and Bad Compa-
ny's lead vocalist Paul Rodgers, 
The 
Firm was originally 
scheduled  
to record only one album 
and take 
an international concert tour 
The success of both brought 
The Firm back
 to the studio to re-
cord a follow-up LP. 
Rodgers and Page bring ex-
traordinary musical talents to the 
band. 
Rodgers  uses explosive 
vocal talents, and 
Page
 has exten-
sive studio experience, having 
played with the 
Kinks,  the Rolling 
Stones 
and The Who 
Though  The Firm 
has set its 
own  style, 
the group 
has  a ten-
dency to 
sound  like Bad 
Company. 
In that band, 
Rodgers often domi-
nated  songs with his 
husky vocals, 
using
 the groups 
sparse
 guitar and 
















Maria  J. 
Gunter  
Van Halen isn't
 what it used to 
be, and 
in some ways the band has 
changed
 for the better. 
The new Van

















singer  and ringmaster David
 
Lee Roth, who left the band amid 
ego 
wars
 last year. 























won't  like the tracks 
where Hagar 
tries to 
mimic  his 
predecessor.
 
Hagar is different from the ma-
niac Roth and should 
celebrate
 





Up,"  Hagar wails and 
yelps in the famous, or 
infamous, 
Roth vocal style. 01'
 Sammy just 
isn't tailored for 
such ad lib war-
bling, as this 
excerpt from "Good 
Enough"
 reveals: 










































 out of  
line































one  new 
and  one 
old. 
On "Love Walks In," Hagar's 
smooth voice combines well with 
Eddie 
Van Halen's innovative gui-
tar and guitar synthesizer playing. 
This pairing modulates VH's tradi-
tional style and produces a likea-
ble sound that borrows from For-
eigner, Journey and Night Ranger 
Three songs notably uphold 
the Van Halen tradition  fast 
drums, flange affects on guitar 




 flexible, slightly 
gritty voice. "Why Can't This Be 
Love," "Summer Nights" and 
"Best of Both Worlds" are great 
tunes that should 
please  VH and 
Hagar fans alike.
 
"5150" is an album 
for VH, 
Hagar and rock music
 fans. You 
might  not like the music, but it's 
worth the money just to hear what 





















There are several  excellent 
cuts on the 
album. The group did a 
lot 
of
 experimenting with 
different
 
studio and electronic sounds.The 
first single release from 
the LP, 
"All The 
King's Horses," offers 
good lyrics but little experimenta-
tion.  
They  say 











































more in back/ 
Baby 
step
 into my 
Cadillac!
 
"Live In Peace," which was 
also featured
 on Rodgers' first solo 
album, offers a message on war 
and peace. The 
tune
 also gives 
Page
 an opportunity to show off a 
bit more of his guitar abilities. He 
goes from a blues style into a hard 
rock sound. 
Early in the morning/ 
Just as the sun was rising/
 
Came without a 
warning/ 
Sound
 of the uprising/ 
Gunfire
 in streets/ 
Women and Children crying/ 
The crunch of marching feet/
 
Men and young boys dying/ 


















178 Channels  
Hamburgers
  




Onion Rings  
Chili 













 Appetizers  
Munchie Burgers  
 Turf Club 
Banquet 
Facilities  Open 7 






10905  NORTH 







JOIN US FOR TOP
 TV SPORTS 
Sneaker's  has the Best 
Seats  in Town 
$1.00 Value 
This ticket is good 
for 61 .00 off any purchase of an appetizer. 
salad,
 
hamburger, chili or taco selection. One ticket 

























Stan  Ridgway's music 
plays 
like a 























 in his 
work  
with
 Wall of 













 he tunes 
in
 a radio 


















singer  always 
plays  the main 







about  a lost 
love



































 in the 
Rain" if he 
had not gotten
 the girl 












ghost  of a 
fellow 
soldier.  
And  I knew 
there  was some 
thing  weird 
about  him.../ 





































Ridgway produces a thriller 
with his new 
single,  "Drive, She 
Said," in which he plays a taxi 
driver whose 
cab is used as a get-
away car. His passenger
 forces 
him at gunpoint to keep driving 
around the same block. Ridgway 
fantasizes about escaping with 
the bank robber to a tropical is-
land. His gentle harmonica line 
evokes an image of palm trees 
swaying in the breeze, but the 
mood is destroyed as a guitar 
slowly crescendos and the 
woman screams, "Just drive!" 
Ridgway's
 first project after 
leaving Wall of Voodoo was a col-
laboration with Police 
drummer  




material  on "The Big 
Heat"
 indi-
cates  that Ridgway 
should look 




 ex -Wall of N'oodoo vocalist, 



































By Lucy Santopietro 
Barbra 
Streisand  defines per-
fection while singing and acting 
out Broadway's greatest hits on 
"The Broadway Album." And she 
seems to have fun doing it. 
Streisand creates images and 
moods instantly  sarcasm, 
sweetness,
 ambition or folly with 
each song she presents. 
In "Putting It 
Together,"  an 
upbeat  and ambitious number, 
Streisand says "art 
isn't  easy:" to 
make
 it in show business, one bet-
ter do everything he or she 
can.
 




If it gets the funds for 
your  
foundation./  





One  feels like 
whistling  while 
listening
 to Leonard 
Bernstein's 







 on you and 
makes  
you want
 to sing. 
"The Ladies 
Who Lunch" is a 
hilarious number in 
which Strei-
sand 




Here's  to the girls on the go/ 
Everybody tries/ 
Look  into their eyes, and 
you'll  
see what they know/ 
Everybody dies./ 
The tempo 
slows for the en-
dearing "Can't Help 
Lovin' That 
Man," a classic tune from "Show-
boat." 
The ironic "Send In 
The 
Clowns" is much 
fresher  than the 





























































































sand to the scene, 




Party  Too 



























































































The  Medflys will play tonight 
From 9 
to





Mac will perform tomor-
row night from
 7 to to. 
Money will play 
at
 thePub 
April 8 from 7 p.m. to 10 
p.m.  Hy-
dromatics  



































































 8 from 
4:30  
p.m.  to 7 
p.m.  The 

























































































Santa  Clara 
(Between
 
Market  and 
San  Pedro) 280-0707 
Buy 2 slices of Pizza and get one 
Corona
 
or large soft 









Dinner Plus One Free 
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 86 Szechuan 
Cuisine 
Lunch
 tis Dinner 






Blocks  North of 
E. JACKSON
 ST. 





















 or SALAD 
I TWO PEOPLE PER 
COUPON (NO SPLITTING
 OF OMELETTES). 
' 
WITH  THREE DIFFERENT ITEMS 
(ONLY  1 SEAFOOD). VALID 
FROM 430 to 9PM. PRESENT 

















180  The 
Pruncyord
 
Campbell
 
371.0152
 
